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About This Game

THE FIGHT

Combat and destroy hordes of extremely dangerous Hive robots with frighteningly powerful weapons and relentless
machine hearts!

Use your brutally effective guns and trusty plasma shield to deal devastating damage and
fight your way to the queen of the hive for a battle of legendary proportions!

This is what happens when an unstoppable force meets an immovable object!
Are you ready to FIGHT?!
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THE FEATURES

Procedural Generation : Everything from number of enemies, type of enemies, their speed, attack patterns and more
all vary from wave to wave ensuring that no two waves are the same!

Every Enemy Is Unique : Every enemy has it's own special effect and is level depended meaning no two levels are the
same and no two enemies are the same either!

Every Level Is A Different Type Of Gameplay : Each level has it's own style of gameplay from close quarters combat to
long range precision warfare, epic battles against lightning fast flying enemies in space to an endurance fight where

you take on the queen of the Hive in an almost suicidal mission where there will be blood, sweat and tears shed!

Local Leaderboard : Challenge yourself to become better, faster and stronger! Track your progress via Hit The Hive's
local leaderboard!

Community Focused : Have your say! Hit The Hive is and always will be a community focused game, you get to decide
where we take the game!

Immersive Visuals : Ranging from realistic and gritty to bold and dark! Visually simulating level design to increase
immersion!

Fun and Energetic Experience : Really making the most of VR by getting you moving in your VR space! Games like
Hit The Hive is why you brought VR in the first place so let's get up and enjoy it!

THE DESCRIPTION

Hit The Hive is a dark styled Space Based Wave Shooter in VR! with a heavy focus on challenging the player like never
before, utilising Procedural Generation technology to make every wave different and fun to play, every time you play!
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Title: Hit The Hive
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
VOID VR
Publisher:
VOID VR
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1030

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

Additional Notes: And a VR headset! HTC Vive

English
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the hives hit songs. hit the hive. hit the hive vr. hit the hive honey

Poor Man's Rocket League. If you are tired of WW2 or any other fantasy setting and want some interesting WW1 inspired war
drama with a dash of romance then this is for you.

Because we're here is a very well written visual novel and captures the single lives as well as the general mood in a pre-war and
post-war era pretty good. The visual novel starts out with introducing us to our main character Elfriede Rauss, who is a simple
post woman. Lately she has become anxious. War is in the air. A prominent figure of her nation was assassinated outside of
their territory. And thus her nation and others are starting to beat the war drums. This of course has an effect on her town and
it's residents.

People are being enthusiastic. People who never experienced a war in their life-time want blood - some blood. After all isn't that
all exciting and those uniforms look good. Honor, glory and brotherhood... or something like that. Then we have our sceptics,
invalids and black sheep who dare to question the cause of war. And between all of them we have our main character. The great
goodbye comes. The town is saying it's well wishes to those green young soldiers while they board the trains that bring them to
the front.

Time passes by and there really is no progress on the front. This only spurns our post woman to see with her own eyes how it
truly is and to search for her friends, so she finds some friendly face that lead her into the trenches. That's when everything goes
wrong and she ends up seeing too much to turn around.

The focus here lies oblivious on the lives of the people who went to the front or are left behind. These characters are fleshed out
extremely well and all come with their own take on the situation. I'm genuinely happy with how these characters evolve and just
how diverse they are. Everyone has their own "truth", their own world view and the game isn't beating them down for having
them.

Another personal bonus for me is that when people write about some historical "Germany" or alternate universe Germany they
don't really get the names right. This one does. These names were popular around 1910-20.

And I should really put an emphasis on this being a war-drama. War is terrible and terrible things happen in war. PTSD, people
dying or getting mutilated is a norm in the trenches.

Edit: Apparently the demo is outdated and not available anymore. So I have taken the link down.. While the game so far is
lighter on content, I really enjoy the mechanical changes over the first game. Possessing different enemies to have different
attacks is pretty fun. I also find there's just a lot of other improvements over the first one. For those who haven't played the first
one, it has a bit of a feel like binding of isaac and other rogue likes, while being its own unique feel.. Very good game... not
good game
. This game impressed me right away with it's beautiful artstyle and simple but still deep battle system. Two hours in and I'm
still as hooked as I was when I started. If you like old Playstation 1 Japanese RPGs then you'll love this. So far it's on par with all
of those classics.. I've played a bunch of games by OnSkull now and I really enjoy them. I always play with a friend and they're
super enjoyable. We get stuck a lot but always just about manage to work it out. Although I've never played this on VR I have a
feeling that playform would work really well games like these.

When I saw this new one coming out I was genuinely excited. We've only done one playthrough so far and we didn't solve it but
we're looking forward to giving it another go.

I just hope more of these types of games come out and that OnSkull continue to make them and improve upon them.. Terrible
UI.
Tiny map.
Promises of constant updates that should actually just say "I am an obvious asset flip".
Booooooo.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/UZDMIp994xY. This game is really fun to play and is based on solving puzzles by making clones of yourself.
It has a nice soundtrack, suitably eerie music for its setting and engaging visuals (honestly, I kept jumping along the edges to see
more of the world!). The puzzles increase in complexity and the main gameplay style switches half way through to add another
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layer to the puzzles.

The storyline begins with you waking up in a lab with no knowledge of how you got there. A disembodied voice provides some
guidance as you make your way through the facility and dialogue between the two characters helps piece fragmented memories
together to explain how you came to be where you are.

There are two outcomes - be sure to find them both!. This game is okay. It's fun to get into any new game and learn how the
mechanics work, devise a strategy, and put it into play. A friend and I played through this (there's no co-op or anything, he just
watched me and advised) and we were able to "break" the game pretty easily. Once you've done that, there's not much to see but
grinding through the 100 levels, killing thousands of monsters that are all functionally identical, just with ever-increasing
numbers attached to them.

Very simple, very flat. An amusing distraction for a few hours, but you're definitely not going to come back to this after you
finish it.
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Wow this is a pretty cool, well made physics puzzle game. Defo already worth the $3 i paid for it.. It's pretty damn fun. Who
doesn't want to punch a few baddies and blow up some robots?! I really like where it's going. For a demo I think it's pretty fun
for what I got. It's a rpg style with few bosses and lots of fun magic spells to choose from. For how much it is I feel I got my
fun's worth. So far my favorite is fireball. Oh also the wall spell is good for people like me who like to cower behind walls and
throw fireballs at your impending doom. I like to hide behind the wall so I can throw fireballs at the other baddies. OH also very
important!! Make sure if you don't have anything super punchable near you if your gunna falcon punch the running dudes! Of
course Unless you want an excuse to punch people, then get your family\/friends in nice and close! I highly recomend, it's some
solid fun.. Best choose your own adventure videogame I ever played. RIP in pece Telltale.. I like the idea of a program like this,
but this is poorly executed. The sounds loop with very little variation after a few seconds of playing, there's a lot of definitely-
not-ASMR sounds in here (and very few conventional ASMR sounds), and there's very little ability to customize the sounds to
something that resembles ASMR. This project has potential, but until it reaches that potential, this program is not worth the
money.. the game is literally all bots, its a good game just boring against all AI
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